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Donaldson Air Dryers for a Reason!
Today’s modern equipment is designed to meet highest performance standards. Therefore Donaldson is the right 

choice when it comes to replacement parts. To operate in a save manner and to keep your maintenance costs 

under control, using the right filter can save you time and money. 

Avoid brake failure and fit the right cartridge with superior filtration.

1,000 liters of clean dry compressed air per minute is needed to operate your equipment’s brake and suspension 
systems. If the air drying and cleaning system is not maintained correctly, there is a serious risk of damage to 
braking and suspension components from water and oil contamination.

Donaldson coalescing air dryers provide high vehicle protection by removing water-and oil vapor or other 
contaminants before reaching the air tank and valves. This prevents equipment corrosion or freeze-up during the 
winter and extends the life of air valves.

Donaldson Thread Length
Drying 

performance

Oil 

separation 

efficiency

Aerosol 

separation 

efficiency

P781466 M39x1.5 165 ++ - -

P951417 M41x1.5 135 ++ - -

P783753 1-1/4” 178 ++ - -

P951413 M39x1.5 165 ++ +++ +

P951419 1-1/4” 178 ++ +++ +

P951411 M41x1.5 165 +++ +++ +++

P951415 M39x1.5 LH 165 +++ +++ +++

P952185 M39x1.5 165 +++ +++ +++
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Donaldson  
Aftermarket 
Warranty

CHOOSING  

DONALDSON FILTERS 

WILL NOT VOID YOUR 

ENGINE WARRANTY.

Your choice. 
Our guarantee.

Donaldson filters are designed specifically 

for your engines and equipment and 

approved by OEMs. 

You can always choose to install them. 

Keep to the engine manufacturer’s 

recommendations on replacing filters and 

your warranty will be there any time you 

need it. 

Choosing for Donaldson filters will not 

void your engine warranty.

Donaldson DYNAMIC
TM  Search

FINDYOUR 

FIL
TE

R!
Find your Filter!

Cross Reference and 

Applications Search

Find your filters per application, vehicle or 

engine type. 

Look for cross reference and discover 

Donaldson’s full product offering.  

http://catalog.donaldson.comhttp://catalog.donaldson.com

www.donaldsonfilters.com


